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To celebrate what is going to be a special summer of 

sport, we can create a themed event your guests will 

remember.  The exact theming you might  include will 

depend on the chosen venue, here are a few ideas 

to inspire you. 

For a stylish, classical start to your event, let us take 

you back to Ancient Greece, where it all began... 

A walkway lined with drapes and eight high standing 

silk flambeau, guiding your guests to the main area.  

The area will be draped with Corinthian style pillars, 

the form of an athlete suspended in front. Greek 

statues and balustrades trailing with Ivy, themed 

seating areas and water features also available. 

For a theatrical element, we can provide the 

following to entertain and delight: 

Mix and Mingle Improv 

Our versatile professional actors will bring a smile to 

every face– first as toga clad Ancient Greeks and 

later, as 118-118 style athletes.  Engagement and 

laughter guaranteed. 

Sisters in Stone 

Stilt statues - these stunning stone pillars will welcome 

guest as they arrive. The costumes are available in 

gold or stone. 

Acro Balance Statues 

The amazing acrobatic statues provide ambient 

entertainment.   

Adagio Statues 

Most frequently asked question: "Are they real?"  

With painstaking attention to detail the audience is 

treated to the site of two marble statuesque figures 

set on a classical white podium. 

 

 

Guests will move from Ancient Greece to present 

day with swags of brightly coloured fabric forming 

a canopy over the tables.  Hanging from the fabric 

over the stage, will be 3 large medals, these can be 

branded or hold a business message. 

To inject more colour and add an extra ‘wow’, 

choose LED tables that light up, coloured table linen 

can be used to create a similar result.  The themed 

table centres, such as flames mounted on mirrors 

enhance the dining ambience.  

Why not surprise guests with a chance to meet a 

sporting icon-well nearly! Look-a-likes include Paula 

Radcliffe; Denise Lewis; Kelly Holmes; Linford Christie 

and even a Sumo Wrestler! 

We offer entertainment to maintain a sporting 

theme; an Olympic circus with ground acrobatics; 

aerial performers; street sports artists; contortionists; 

tumblers and rhythmic gymnasts and more! 

You might prefer a spectacular ribbon performance 

combining contemporary dance and rhythmic 

gymnastics.   

For memorable entertainment with a difference, 

try Chinese circus skills and entertainment. This can  

include foot juggling, Diablo, ribbon and oriental 

style magic. 

Perhaps African Drummers better fit your company’s 

business culture and message, so we offer a hi-

energy performance that will have your guests 

clapping and toe-tapping! 
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